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A construction
Let W be a set of possibly empty words in an alphabet A not
including 0.
The set W ≤ ∪ {0} becomes a monoid denoted by M(W ), with
(
uv if uv ∈ W ≤
u · v :=
0
otherwise
Let S(W ) denote nonempty subword version (not a monoid).
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(we’ll omit brackets {, })

elements: 1, x, y , xy , yz, xyx, 0.
multiplication: xy · x = xyx but xy · y = 0.
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Expect equations like
x 3 ≈ x 4 , xt1 xt2 x ≈ x 3 t1 t2 ≈ t1 t2 x 3 .
A major source of bad behaviour!
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Wenting Zhang and Yanfeng Lou 2008
There is a finitely generated monoid variety with continuum
many subvarieties that does not have xyx as an isoterm.
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But the monoid subvariety lattice of Vs (M(xyx)). . .
consists of itself along with just Vm (M(xy )), Vm (M(x)), the
variety of semilattice monoids and the trivial variety.

Moving from {·} to {·, 1}.
Stays the same
The finite basis property.
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Stays the same
The finite basis property.
Brutally destroyed
having nonfinitely generated subvarieties
having NFB subvarieties
having large numbers of subvarieties
irredundant axiomatisability

Some positive consequences
In the monoid signature. . .
J, 2004
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Some positive consequences
In the monoid signature. . .
J, 2004
Vm (M(xsxyty )) and Vm (M(xysxty , xsytxy )) are limit varieties,
both with finite subvariety lattices.
E.W.H.Lee (2009)
If M is an aperiodic monoid with central idempotents then
Vm (M) has a NFB monoid subvariety if and only only if either
xsxyty is an isoterm or both xysxty , xsytxy are isoterms.
Wenting Zhang (2013) recently showed the existence of a third
limit variety of aperiodic monoids.
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Theorem
Let M be a finite inherently nonfinitely based monoid. The
monoid subvariety lattice of Vm (M) lattice embeds ℘(N).
Uses Mark Sapir’s Zimin word classification of INFB.
x1 x2 x1 x3 x1 x2 x1 x4 x1 x2 x1 x3 x1 x2 x1 . . .

Irredundant axiomatisability for a finite monoid
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The variety can be generated by M(W ) for a set W containing
about 80 words:
xyyx, xxyy , xtyxy , xytxy , xyxty , xyzyxz, zxyzyx, xyzxzy , . . .
. . . , xyabcadbecdexy .

